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F R O M  T H E  P R E S ID ENT ’ S  D E S K
The year began on a high note with a welcome acknowledgement of the 

importance of work on birds and the voluntary efforts of OSNZ members in the 
inclusion of three of our members in the New Year Honours List. Congratulations 
to Tenick Dennison and Adrian Riegen for their M.N.Z.M.’s (Member of the New 
Zealand Order of Merit) for services to conservation and to Barry Hartley for his 
Queen’s Service Medal for public services (including, of course, conservation). This 
is due and welcome reward for services these members have given the country and it 
is heartening to see long-term efforts rewarded in this age of instant gratification.

On the OSNZ front, things are moving along, with much activity duck-like 
beneath the surface but hopefully just smooth progression apparent topside. By 
now you will have seen the advertisement for the position of Executive Officer 
on the OSNZ web-site. It is printed also elsewhere in this issue of Southern Bird. 
Even before the advertisement went out, I had received genuine enquiries about 
the position, so the signs are good that we will have a strong field from which to 
choose the Society’s bosun for the next three years. Whoever signs the contract will 
have an exciting time underpinning OSNZ’s efforts to take its proper role in what 
promises to be a challenging century for birds and ornithology in New Zealand 
(and elsewhere, of course).

There are still many opportunities to contribute to the Society’s activities and 
outputs. I have not yet heard from any member keen to take on the job of Editor 
of New Zealand Bird Records. That is an important position, devoted to bringing the 
observations and records of the membership into the literature, and it would be 
an ideal way for a postgraduate student to be introduced to the world of scientific 
publication or for a retiree to wile away the evening hours, immersed in the latest 
information on our birds and their habits and habitats. We are still looking for 
someone to be our contributor to Ornithological Worldwide Literature (OWL), 
which is: 

“a compilation of citations and abstracts from the worldwide scientific 
literature that pertain to the science of ornithology. A major attraction is 
its coverage of the ‘grey’ literature, which are not abstracted by commercial 
databases such as Zoological Record or the Science Citation Index. OWL deals 
chiefly with serial publications such as periodicals but also announces new and 
renamed journals and provides abstracts of other serial publications, conference 
proceedings, reports, and doctoral dissertations. Papers dealing exclusively 
with domestic and pet birds and their husbandry are excluded unless they are 
applicable to non-domesticated birds. OWL was previously known as the Recent 
Ornithological Literature (ROL) or as Recent Ornithological Literature Online 
(ROLO). The scope of OWL will be more than just the ‘recent’ literature of 
ornithology. Eventually, the online database will go back 50 or more years to 
acquire citations to the serial literature. OWL will proceed well into this century 
with a database of the current worldwide literature that would be of interest 
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A small-scale trial garden bird survey was undertaken in July 2006 
based on similar surveys overseas, such as the Big Garden Birdwatch 
(www.rspb.org.uk/birdwatch/) in the UK, Great Backyard Bird Count 
(www.birdsource.org/gbbc/) in the US and Canada, and Backyard Birds 
Survey (www.birdsinbackyards.net/) in Australia.

The basic format of these surveys is that people spend a specified, 
short, length of time (e.g. one hour in the UK survey), at least once a 
year (e.g. a specified weekend in winter), watching birds in their home 
gardens, school grounds, or public parks, and record the largest number 
of each species they see at any one time.

When repeated over a number of years (garden bird surveys have 
been undertaken annually for 25 years in the UK), they provide valuable 
information on changes in bird distribution and population trends. The 
surveys are very popular, with more than 470,000 people participating 
in the 2005 UK survey. The trial New Zealand garden bird survey had 
restricted publicity, so had restricted participation.

)*#+%&,

Participants were asked to spend one hour during the period 15th–23rd 
July 2006 watching birds in their home garden, local park, or school 
ground, and record the highest number of each bird species they saw 
at any one time. They could work as individuals or as groups (e.g. a 
family or a school class) but were asked to return only one form for 
each garden. 

Participants were advised it was best if they could sit outside (e.g. on a 
veranda or garden seat) to watch birds but if it was too cold they could sit 
inside (e.g. in the living room at home or classroom at school) and look out 
the window. It was suggested that if they had a bird feeder or water bath in 
their garden they may like to watch an area of their garden that included 
that feature. Participants were provided with instructions, a data recording 
sheet and an Excel spreadsheet, with the option of returning their results 
by post, fax, or email.

$*,'-#,

People participating
Fourteen people or groups of people surveyed 16 gardens, ranging from 
Turangi in the north to Invercargill in the south. Most surveys were 
done in the Wellington region. Most were done by one person working 
alone, but three were done by two people working together. Seven 
people returned their results by post, four by email, and three by fax. 

Comments received included, “This was an interesting exercise”, “I found 
the format to be simple to use”, “Definitely wouldn’t like to be confined to 
counting from indoors”, and “Murphy must have come by in the night – not 
one bird have I seen – in any part of my garden, all day!” 

.!$&,/$*(%$&*&

Twenty-two species of birds were recorded (Fig. 1). The average was 6.5 
species per garden (range 0 to 16). Blackbirds were recorded in nearly 
90% of gardens, Silvereyes 81%, House Sparrows 56%, Dunnocks 
(Hedge Sparrows) 50%, and other species less than 50% of gardens. 

House sparrows were recorded in the greatest number at any 
one time (average 7.7 per garden) (Fig. 2). However, the average was 
exaggerated by one garden with 84 house sparrows and another with 
12. In both these gardens birds were fed bread, grain, and/or scraps. 
Silvereyes were the second most abundant species (average 6.3 per 
garden). This included gardens with up to 33 Silvereyes around sugar-
water feeders. The average number of California Quail was boosted by 
one garden that had 24 California Quail.

Birds were fed in half the gardens surveyed, with more than one 
type of food in some gardens (sugar-water in three gardens, seeds and 
grain in three gardens, bread and scraps in two, fat in one, and fruit in 
one). More birds were recorded in gardens where food was put out.

&!,(',,!%"

The results of this trial garden bird survey are affected by the small 
number of people participating and the limited area of the country 
covered. They should not be regarded as typical of New Zealand 
gardens. Nevertheless, the trial was a useful demonstration that the 
methods work. Some positive comments were received but no negative 

ones, though this may have been because people were just too polite. 
A number of instruction details need to be finalised. For example, 

should participants be encouraged to record birds only from inside 
their house (as in the UK) or outside (as most did in this trial)? Being 
inside the house is like being in a hide – birds cannot see you. When 
you go outside birds often fly off. Thus, you might see more birds from 
inside than outside the house. However, having to remain inside on a 
nice sunny day may be too much for some people. Being on a patio or 
veranda might be a compromise. 

A second question is should participants include birds flying over 
(e.g. gulls and harriers)? It could be argued that most birds flying over are 
likely to be identifiable as such from the data sheets so there is probably 
no harm, and maybe some benefit, in recording them. 

A more difficult question is should participants include birds heard 
but not seen? The argument against recording birds heard only is that 
the ability of participants to recognise birds by sound probably varies 
more than their ability to recognise birds by sight, and if recording from 
indoors then only nearby birds with loud calls will be heard. The results 
might be more consistent if nobody counted birds heard only. 

Another question is should people be given the option of counting 
annually, bi-annually, quarterly, or monthly? Some people may wish 
to participate more or less often than others, so giving them an option 
may increase the number participating. Finally, how can administration 
of the survey be supported financially? If large a number of people 
participate then resources will be needed for data storage, analysis, 
and reporting. Your comments on these questions are welcome. The 
questions and any comments received will be considered by a multi-
agency working group.

Once details of the method have been finalised the next step 
will be to promote the survey nation-wide. The real value of garden 
bird surveys comes from mass participation over a number of years, 
providing long-term information on garden bird distribution and 
population trends, as well as enjoyment for participants.

0(1"%2-*&3*)*"#,

I wish to thank Richard Gregory and Richard Bashford (RSPB) for 
assistance with devising the survey instructions, Nick Allen, Ian 
Armitage, and Mike Bell (OSNZ) for promoting the survey, and the 
people who volunteered to do the survey.

ERIC B. SPURR
spurreb@slingshot.co.nz

Fig. 1.  Percentage of gardens with species present, July 2006

Fig. 2.  Average number of birds of each species per garden, July
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Offshore several S. striata had been seen. Now, close inshore, 
I was thrilled with a pair of S. vittata in glorious full feather, 
dipping over the calm kelp belt, feeding a very stripy black 
billed bird which can be told from striata young by its dipping 
flight and call. Otherwise the two terns are much of a size and 
at a distance vittata does not immediately assert its distinctness 
- is not noticeably greyer, for instance. The vittata call is different, 
‘twirp’ ‘twirp’. Nesonetta are believed to occur on Ocean Id, but we 
saw none. A few have been seen right in at the station, but not 
regularly. Bellbirds called frequently in the Dracophyllum-covered, 
goat-smelling scrub of Ocean Id, and pipits, differing superficially 
in no way from mainland birds except in tameness and lothness to 
take flight, were common along the shore.

On return to boat, we found two Daption paddling around the 
stern in calm water. After tea, went ashore to the station. The creek 
might be a scene from Rangitoto - scrub-covered lava shores, and 
a narrow creek winding among black boulders. The air tonight is 
like an Auckland mild autumn evening, sheltered from wind and 
calm. Bellbirds, tits and tuis are abundant, also Zosterops. Parakeets 
are frequently seen or heard. Sparrowhawks once, a pair. (This from 
the party). Mice about the house. A sea lion broached alarmingly 
alongside the dinghy as we pulled in. Back to the Ship at 11. The 
night is remarkably silent.

!"#$%&'()*(!%+,-

As I was cook, I got up at six and produced porridge, bacon and, an 
unfortunate experiment, haricot bean fritters which, though the 
beans were soaked all night, and though, the batter was liberally 
flavoured with tomato sauce, looked much better than they tasted. 
Coffee - the milk tends to curdle with it. Then I washed up my 
own dishes as a precedent, and cleaned the kitchen. I have the 
idea that if the cook for the day washes his own dishes, the process 
will be hastened, he will have water available, and it will mean a 
fairer sharing of the task than now when we do it haphazardly. As 
result of an early rise, I was finished and ready to take a watch at 9, 
and actually was away, after packing gear, for our day off at 9.10.

We (George and I) took my pack, containing my two cameras, 
tripod, binoculars, Parka jackets, pullovers, tin of herrings, two large 
(buttered) and a small packet of small biscuits, tin condensed milk, 2 
packets chocolate, two apples, two oranges, thermos of tea. I carried 
my compass, Brunton, barometer, knife, lens, hammer. George took 
his camera and the revolver. We took turns on the pack.

The morning was fine - cloud at 1500’, but broken, and a 
delightful almost calm sea with blue colour. We made for the scar 
up the first rise, and missed it. We hailed the lookout when we 
broke from cover at nearly 300’, and found ourselves above and 
south of the scar. However, we made quite good time. This first 
slope, rising at about 300 to 500 odd feet, is covered by irregularly 
disposed rata bush. At times this is typical with, I think, a number of 
Penguin tracks. We found a moulted Megadyptes, perhaps 150’ up. 
Alternating with the rata are strips of ?Coprosma or Muehlenbeckia, 
probably Suttonia divaricata? - a twiggy 4-5 ft shrub, lines of fern 4’ 
tall, and frequent soggy streams, usually more so from pig activity; 
sedges cover strips. Pig rooting and wallows everywhere. At the 
top of the ridge, lines of rata and tussock gradually thin out but 
a fair spell intervenes before one is out of the scrub-dotted area. 
Then one reaches the first rock outcrop, c. 700? ft where we noted 
magnetic disturbance which was not so noticeable on peat 30’ 
away. From here, a long gentle rise of rather poor going leads 
up to the second outcrop, forming the skyline ridge from camp. 
This point, 1,110 ft, was crowned with a 5 ft bough of Nothopanax 
simplex as a trig station which we had cut, with some difficulty, 
from the nearest bush. Here we took a panorama from Heads (E) 
to the head of North Arm, where the low gap allowed a lot of sea 
to be seen. There are 15 or so cirques on Adams visible from up 
here. Must have been some sight when each contained a hanging 
glacier. We could just see Masked Id behind Flagstaff, but the tops 
of Adams, Tower of Babel, etc. were covered by cloud at 1500 or so 

feet. Ashley above us intermittently was covered with misty cloud. 
At this point we had some chocolate and apple, and got chilly 
before we put on pullovers. The wind was, surprisingly, East of 
North. Pig rootings everywhere but no pigs seen.

Not far beyond here we walked on to the D. exulans [Wandering 
Albatross] nest. Odd Dracophyllum here sheltered it from West. 
The nest is not a new one but, on the other hand, not very old. The 
chick, weighing 1 lb 2-4 oz, is clothed in off-whitish down, ?light 
grey at base, bill pinkish white. Felt light. Adult: pink bill, pink? 
eye-lids, eye dark brown; head with forehead patch of brownish, 
well vermiculated on breast. Did not seem tremendously large and 
I take it to be female. She preened her breast and was removing 
feathers frequently (?partial renewal). They were strewn around 
the nest. She did the usual bill clapping and head waving but was 
satisfied to get back onto the nest when I took the chick out. 

[After this Charles often visited the Wandering Albatross chick 
and followed its progress for the first year of its life. According to 
Fleming’s obituary by his palaeontologist colleague, the late N. de 
B. Hornibrook, the chick ‘could not have received more care and 
attention if it had been a Plunket baby’.]

Soon after this no more shrubs occurred. Since the first 
outcrop, areas of open bog and short sedge had been abundant 
- some bare mud, and clear pools reflecting blue and cool and 
refreshing. Now the tussock was more open on the ridge - 
a broad ridge, that we followed up. The going was still pretty 
poor - broken surface. Rosette plants began to appear. ?Plantago 
aucklandica? - Pleurophyllum hookeri – Also a Hebe-like woody 
herb, with white crenulated margins. - A very spinous Aciphylla 
- Colobanthus, a Ranunculus, a very small Celmisia, Helichrysum, 
Gentians, Thelemitra. The Pleurophyllum and other rosettes 
increased as we climbed. 

At our lunch point a fairly big outcrop occurs, and one looks 
down the Waterfall Inlet divide. By this time mist was pouring over 
Mt Ashley which appeared only 400 yds away - a fragmented-rock 
strewn slope which proved to be 16 chains to the summit. However, 
after lunch it was clear enough to attempt it, but I surveyed as we 
went. After two sights, at 1,600’, the first Pleurophyllum speciosum 
was encountered - a breathtaking plant when first seen.

Very rocky here, and I note in the field book Bulbinella (which 
came in 400’ earlier) which are browning fast. A small dense 
coriaceous rosette - very compact - to which I can’t put a name, 
and the two rosette plants, the silvery one dying off – few small 
Celmisia, Colobanthus – and other small cushion plants, a small 
sedge, much moss. I had delayed until George was well out of 
sight up the slope, which was now deep in mist - visibility perhaps 
70 feet. So I shouted and guided him to me. We had to survey 
back to our pack at the lunch point, through the mist. It was not 
blowing strongly, nor cold, and fortunately it was not really wet 
till after we got our Parka jackets from the pack. At lower levels 
visibility was poor and non-existent by fits and starts, and real rain 
encountered. So, using the sights taken on the way up I paced and 
compassed all the way home - only about 2 3/4 miles in all. We 
missed the open scar on the way down as we had on the ascent 
and had an uncomfortable time reaching the beach through the 
scrub - we got home at about 4.45 p.m.

Birds: Pipits only, on the tops. Tits (rare), and abundant 
Bellbirds up to the tree line. No sign of burrows. There had been a 
Falco at the camp this morning.

And now to an appreciated wash and bed.

Copies of the diary (256pp; ISBN 0-473-11384-8) are available 
from McEwen Associates Ltd., 12 Tisdall Street, Karori, Wellington, 
New Zealand. Email: mary.mcewen@xtra.co.nz Tel:+64 4 476 6163. 
Fax+ +64 4 476 6264

Price NZ$40.00 plus NZ$6.00 per copy posted in New Zealand. 
(Please enquire for overseas rates.)
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because of the terrible weather in November. We only managed to get in 
two counts rather than the three, and the numbers of birds seen and heard 
were 20% down on last year. This is not due to the trapping programme 
failing, but the wind and river noise was too loud. Let’s hope we get a more 
normal count next year.

A White-fronted Tern colony had a second successful breeding season 
at the end of the Motueka Sandspit. More than 100 pairs of terns nested 
on a mound formed by a failed dredging attempt. Although the channel 
through the Sandspit did not last long, the birds have been content with 
the changed landscape. Joining the White-fronted Tern nesting there were 
two pairs of Variable Oystercatchers, 12 Red-billed Gulls, 12 Black-backed 
Gulls and one Black-fronted Tern. Black-fronted Terns also attempted to 
nest downstream from the Motueka River Bridge, but it is unclear if they 
were successful.

In the first week of January Peter Besier took six members on his yacht, 
with two dinghies in tow from Port Motueka to the Motueka Sandspit. The 
purpose was to cannon net Ruddy Turnstones for a Ministry of Agriculture 
National Bird Flu Surveillance Programme. A large flock of Turnstones 
had been identified in the previous 24 hours and the nets were set at this 
site, but an unsafe line of fire prevented a capture. A hurried retreat to 
the yacht to leave on the outgoing tide failed when the twin keels lodged 
on a sandbank! With a 12-hour wait for the next tide plans A and B were 
hatched. Banding the White-fronted Tern chicks at the colony described 
earlier was carried out. This was followed up with the capture and banding 
of Variable Oystercatcher chicks. It was midnight before the crew made it 
back to port.

Some noteworthy sightings made by Peter Field included a New 
Zealand Dotterel in breeding plumage on the Nelson Haven, and a White-
winged Black Tern near Monaco. This species was last recorded in the area 
about seven years ago. Don Cooper saw a Pectoral Sandpiper feeding on 
the oxidation ponds on Bells Island; the bird was in breeding plumage and 
in the company of a family of Pied Stilts. It was seen over a couple of days 
and photographed by Peter Field.

A dead Southern Royal Albatross was found on the front beach of 
Rabbit Island by the caretaker during the closing of the island for the day 
on 19th January. It was a fine adult specimen with no sign of any external 
damage, and was handed to Peter Gaze of DoC Nelson. Beach wrecks are 
uncommon in this part of Tasman Bay.

David Melville has initiated a new study on the movement of juvenile 
Variable Oystercatchers in collaboration with Willie Cook. Previously 
Willie banded the chicks with an orange flag and metal band. The new and 
larger white flags now being used have pairs of black letters that are clearly 
identifiable at 30 m. To date nine chicks in the Waimea Estuary carry these 
new markings and appear to be progressing well.

A most significant event was the sighting of a Bar-tailed Godwit at 
Farewell Spit with a transmitter implant on the 22nd December. A group 
of local OSNZ members were searching for a bird known to have sent a 
signal from 120 km. NW of Farewell Spit.

The bird was spotted by Ingrid Hutzler and Rob Schuckard close to a 
flock of 2,000 other godwits. The transmittered bird, a female, had a black 
flag on the right tibia marked Z7. It was one of the birds that departed 
Alaska on 31st August 2006 and contact was lost on 7th September while 
passing Fiji. It is believed that this is the first record of an implant on a 2006 
bird in New Zealand and Australia.

The sighting of the above bird encouraged the US scientists involved 
with its transmittering to come to New Zealand and repeat the procedure 
on the wintering population of Bar-tailed Godwit prior to their departure 
for the northward migration along the East Asian Flyway.

A second bird with a transmitter was located on Farewell Spit on 4th 
February 2007 by Bob Gill and Willie Cook. Bob Gill, a scientist with the 
US Geological Survey was in the joint study team that had just successfully 
completed the capture and fitting of transmitters to eight Bar-tailed 
Godwits at Totara Avenue, Golden Bay. Four male adults had solar panel 
backpacks fitted and the females had implants. Within a few hours the 
base in Alaska had signals from all the birds and began plotting their 
movements around Farewell Spit and Westhaven Inlet.

The Joint Study Team for the movement of Large Waders through the 
Pacific comprises:

Bob Gill (USA); Dan Mulcahy (veterinary surgeon, USA); Brett Gartrell 
(veterinarian anaesthetist, Massey University); Nils Warnock (Point Reyes 
Bird Observatory, USA); Auckland University; Massey University; and the 
New Zealand Wader Study Group and OSNZ in a less formal relationship. 
Peter Besier made his bach at Totara Avenue available for the base to do 
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his family would never have envisaged in their quiet hide-away! It is 
hoped Phil Battley, David Melville and Rob Schuckard will write a detailed 
account about this project for a future edition of Southern Bird.

Alec and Marion Milne report on new trapping initiatives in the Cobb 
Valley aimed at retaining remnant Blue Duck, Kiwi, and Kaka: ‘Bush and 
Beyond’ (Bill Rook) set the ball rolling last spring with a trap line, Trilobite 
to Chaffey’s Hut, and now a second line has been put in by a newly 
established group called Friends of the Cobb (contact person Chris Petyt). 
Both groups plan further lines in the Cobb Valley in the near future which 
may eventually link through to the Friends of the Flora trap lines. DoC is 
planning a 1080 drop in the area this winter, so they hope to follow this up 
with the trapping work.

Last year’s translocation of Marlborough Sounds Weka into Totaranui 
by local DOC staff has been followed with interest by local members. Birds 
quickly paired up with successful clutches reared. Predation by stoats 
within the stoat controlled areas and predation of birds wandering out of 
the trapped zones has been an ongoing issue, but it is still hoped a stable 
population will be established centred on the trapped area  at Totaranui.

Three local members assisted with a Rock Wren programme in the 
Murchison Mountains in November. Twenty nests were located and two 
were predated. In the Henderson Basin six nests were seen, but a very wet 
summer didn’t help the follow up.

Notable sightings made during the summer census of wader birds 
on Farewell Spit included the following species: Terek Sandpiper, 
Curlew Sandpiper, Sanderling, Pacific Golden Plovers (46), Sharp-tailed 
Sandpiper, Little Tern, Eastern Curlew, Whimbrel, and possibly a pair of 
Hudsonian Godwits. One of the Bar-tailed Godwits with a transmitter was 
also sighted, and at the base of the spit six of the eight godwits carrying 
transmitters were identified in one group. A Long-tailed Cuckoo appeared 
in the pine trees alongside the house near the light just before we departed 
and good close-up views of it were obtained for about 15 minutes.

The local OSNZ group accepted an invitation from the Tasman District 
Council to celebrate World Wetlands Day in February, held at Sandeman 
Reserve. The theme was the life on the Waimea Estuary, its margins and 
tributaries. About 100 people attended.

We did a photo display focusing on the Banded Rail and its habitat, 
and also the high tide roosts with reference to the Wrybill. Many groups 
were present with speakers making short addresses. Willie Cook spoke on 
behalf of OSNZ and emphasised the need for a Management Plan on the 
Waimea Estuary.

DON COOPER
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Despite there being no formally organised programme over the summer 
months, our members have been out and about and reporting many 
interesting observations, keeping us all busy following these up. The 
highlight of the season has been the sighting of at least seven Chestnut-
breasted Shelduck near Dunedin. The first report of them was sent in by a 
visitor from UK on a three-week birding trip to New Zealand. On a detour 
en route to Taiaroa Heads to see Royal Albatross he spotted two female 
Chestnut-breasted Shelducks in a small side lagoon off Hooper’s Inlet on 
the Otago Peninsula. Local OSNZ members followed up this sighting and 
four birds, three female and one male, were seen together by Paul Davey 
and Hamish Spencer. 

Three days later Peter Schweigman saw two males and one female of 
the above species feeding at the Kaikorai estuary, and five weeks after the 
first report a male was still at Hooper’s Inlet. They are very easy to spot 
amongst the Paradise Shelduck and make a striking sight with the evening 
light on the chestnut breast.

Another out-of-towner, Brent Stephenson, while on the trail of the 
shelducks, came across the nest of a Black-fronted Dotterel at the Kaikorai 
estuary. This is the first confirmed breeding of this species in the region 
away from Central Otago and Outram. The last sighting of Black-fronted 
Dotterel at Kaikorai estuary was back in 1990.

There have also been more reports of Great Crested Grebes on 
southern South Island lakes this year than previously. Several were seen 
on the headwaters of Lake Wanaka; one was seen daily over the New Year 
period on Lake Manapouri; and a successful breeding pair and chicks seen 
on Lake Te Anau, a photo of which appeared on the front page of the 
Southland Times. A Black Stilt and a hybrid were resident at the Kaikorai 
estuary, and groups of Royal Spoonbills, up to 17 at a time, are often seen 
feeding in the lagoons around the inner Otago Harbour.

MARY THOMPSON






